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CHRISTMASCHRISTMAS

BRICKLIVE Christmas is a unique event for LEGO® fans
of all ages. This festive offering of BRICKLIVE, located 

in the prestigious Saatchi Gallery provided the ultimate 
interactive adventure for the holiday season. 

The intimate setting allows families to create together 
and build memories at a very special time of the year. 

Running for 44 days allowed fans to plan their visit 
around their own busy schedule with many fans 

returning for multiple visits. 

The show is split across four zones, Star Wars,
Minecraft, Creative zone and a Christmas zone.

Each one offers a different interactive experience in 
building and creating. You can wonder at expert 

builderdisplays, build a mosaic, create a spaceship 
build a present and even meet Mrs Clause in the 

premium ticket holder room.

Visitors were not be short of things to do during their 
stay at BRICKLIVE Christmas.

WWW.BRICKLIVECHRISTMAS.COM
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NIKI (Mother of Two)
playlearneveryday.com

We had a great time exploring the 
BRICKLIVE Christmas event, 
it’s the perfect way to spend a chilly day 
playing and learning indoors over the 
Christmas break, we highly recommend it!

“

“

The students that went REALLY enjoyed themselves!“ “

Richard Gray

Just like to say a big thank you for 
this afternoon, it was great to be able

to visit the exhibition, my son said it was his 
best day out ever!

“

“

Rachel Dimmick
Primary Teacher, Chelsea Community Hospital School



Enter the Star Wars zone and explore the incredible custom creations and displays from some of the best fan 
builders. There is everything from a custom rebel fleet to a six-foot long super star destroyer.

Take a trip through time with a historical display of official Star Wars sets and wonder at the giant brick-built 
death star. This zone is out of this world.

STAR WARS ZONE
BUILD ZONE FEATURING





FAN BUILD MODELS



STAR WARS ART



REAPER SQUAD



Explore the creative world of Minecraft in physical and digital form at BRICKLIVE Christmas.

This zone allows visitors to create their own Minecraft models using specialist coloured bricks from the franchise. 
Once your creation is complete you can display it proudly on the giant Minecraft map in the centre of the zone.

MINECRAFT ZONE
BUILD ZONE FEATURING





Budding builders can get their fill of conceptual design in the architecture zone. Thousands of specifically 
chosen pieces, all coloured white, provide visitors with the perfect canvas and limitless options to design their 
dream concepts. 

Visitors can build anything from skyscrapers to bridges there are no restrictions. 

LEGO ARCHITECTURE
BUILD ZONE FEATURING



Brick pits provide shows with a unique interactive feature that all visitors can enjoy. Each one is surrounded by 
brightly coloured, cushioned walls that double up as seating where the public can perch whilst playing with the 
hundreds of thousands of classic 2 x 4 bricks. 

GREEN BRICK PIT



A stud covered wall that allows fans to grab some bricks and build vertically. You can write your name, 
create a picture or make a mosaic. The perfect way to leave your mark on the event!

GRAFFITI WALL



Speed into this adrenalin filled zone. Packed with wheels, windscreens and road ready parts. Fans can create the 
vehicle of their choice before racing them down the custom-built race ramps.

First to the bottom can grab a photo opportunity and climb the podium to celebrate their victory in style.

RACE RAMPS



All the excitement of the ever-popular race ramps but with a winter twist, BRICKLIVE Christmas brings you 
the Snow ramps. Here visitors could wade through carefully selected elements to build their own super-sleigh. 
Once happy with their creation they were invited to race it down the white ski slope against their friends.

SKI RAMPS



Add some colour to your Christmas experience with the giant BRICKLIVE sunflower mosaic.

Created exclusively for the visit of renowned Chinese artist Lui Bolin, BRICKLIVE will be giving visitors the 
chance to immerse themselves in this wall of colour for the ideal photo opportunity. 

SUNFLOWER MOSAIC



The big blue Krunk bear has taken the world by storm and is the iconic character of this desirable brand.

In a UK first, he will be replicated as a 5ft brick-built statue at BRICKLIVE Christmas, this will surely be a sight 
to see. Don’t worry though visitors will be able to take a little Krunk home with them in the form of brick made 
mini bear models, all this plus some exclusive items from the Krunk shop.

KRUNK



SPONSORED BY



KRUNK VISITS LONDON



Premium ticket holders get the chance to meet BRICKLIVE’s very own Mrs Claus in her grotto and share their 
wish list for the christmas day! 

Also included with the ticket is a Tote bag, BRICKLIVE lanyard and a make and take goody which can be 
constructed in the grotto on site.

PREMIUM EXPERIENCE



Enjoy some retail therapy in the trader’s alley. There will be something for every fan, from official retail sets 
to bespoke artworks inspired by the love of the brick.  This is the perfect place to find that perfect purchase. 
Here you will experience a whole host of festive treats, from bespoke baubles and exclusive brick-built winter 
roses. These bespoke offerings are the ideal gift for even the most ardent LEGO® fan.

RETAIL ZONE



PRESS ARTICLES

BUILDING WORK:
 

Children interact with artwork at the Saatchi Gallery in London for 
BRICKLIVE Christmas. The event offers LEGO-based activities and 
workshops split across four zones: the Christmas Zone, Creative 

Zone, Minecraft and Star Wars.















As an added bonus to visiting BRICKLIVE Christmas all visitors were encouraged to take pictures of  their and 
post them on social media with the hashtag #BRICKLIVECHRISTMAS. In return for sharing each week our 
favourite tagged image would win the set of the week. Using our bespoke cardboard frames visitors snapped 
away knowing they could win a new sealed LEGO set.

SOCIAL MEDIA & COMPETITIONS

#BRICKLIVECHRISTMAS
Competition

Some of our great prizes!



BRICKLIVE - Built for LEGO Fans 
Facebook Page

83,155 Likes & 80,933 Followers!

Londonist Facebook Post

80,000 Views / 1,6000 Likes / 393 Shares



Built for LEGO Fans 
Instagram Page

2,638 Followers

@legoshow Twitter Page

7,736 Followers & 1,028 Likes!
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